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nl/ Twee vrouwenlichamen verstrengelen zich tot ze er nog maar één zijn. Of drie? Of…
geen? Waar begint een lichaam eigenlijk? Met een dansduet als vertrekpunt, onderzoeken Vera
Tussing en Esse Vanderbruggen de buitengrenzen van menselijke begrijpelijkheid. Welke verhalen
kunnen we projecteren op dit uit dynamische onderdelen samengesteld wezen? Welke
buitengewone elementen moeten botsen om tot iets vertrouwds te komen? Of net tot iets nieuws?
Both, Two wil het visuele overspoelen met andere zintuiglijke elementen. Met horen, aanraken,
verbeelden. Tijdens een duet dat refereert aan de stijlfiguren van het genre en ze tegelijk overstijgt,
weerklinkt een heldere vraag. Wat kan het vandaag betekenen om met twee samen te zijn?
• Vera Tussing focust al langer op zintuiglijkheid, zoals met T-Dance (2015) en Mazing (2017). Ze
bracht dit seizoen ook een herwerking van The Palm of Your Hand. Sinds 2017 is ze artist-inresidence in het Kaaitheater.

fr/ Deux corps de femmes s’entrelacent jusqu’à ne plus en former qu’un seul. Ou trois ? Ou
aucun ? Au fond, où commence un corps ? Avec un duo de danse comme point de départ, Vera
Tussing et Esse Vanderbruggen explorent les limites extérieures de l’intelligibilité humaine. Quels
récits pouvons-nous projeter sur ces êtres constitués de composants dynamiques ? Quels éléments
extraordinaires doivent s’entrechoquer afin d’arriver à quelque chose de familier ? Ou bien parvenir
à quelque chose de nouveau ? Both, Two souhaite submerger le visuel d’autres éléments
sensoriels : l’ouïe, le toucher, la représentation. Au cours d’un duo qui réfère à des figures de style
du genre et les transcende à la fois, une question plus limpide résonne : que peut signifier
aujourd’hui être à deux ?
• Vera Tussing se concentre depuis longtemps sur la sensorialité, avec des spectacles comme TDance (2015) et Mazing (2017). Cette saison, elle présentait une réadaptation de The Palm of Your
Hand. Depuis 2017, elle est artiste en résidence au Kaaitheater.

en/ Two female bodies entwine until they become only one. Or three? Or… none? Where
does a body actually begin? Taking the duet form as a starting point, Vera Tussing and Esse
Vanderbruggen research the outer limits of human comprehensibility. What stories can we project
onto this composite being with dynamic parts? Which extraordinary elements need to collide to
establish something familiar? Or to establish something new? Both, Two seeks to overflow the
visual with other sensory elements: hearing, touch, and imagination. A clear question resounds in
this duet that both refers to the tropes of the genre but also transcends them. What does it mean
nowadays to be two together?
• Vera Tussing’s work has long focused on sensory perception, such as in T-Dance (2015) and
Mazing (2017). This season, she also presented an adaptation of The Palm of Your Hand. Since
2017, she has been an artist-in-residence at the Kaaitheater.

‘MOVEMENT, AND ESPECIALLY THE ENCOUNTER WITH MOVEMENT,
IS WHO WE ARE’
Interview with Vera Tussing and Esse Vanderbruggen, by Sebastian Kann, (18 and 19 February, 2018).

Both, Two is a duet about duets. Why the necessity to reflect on the duet form?
Vera Tussing: The duet is, I suppose, the smallest unit of togetherness. In that form, all aspects of
human interaction – verbal, physical, formal, emotional, cognitive, etc. – are extremely
concentrated. How that translates into communication through dance and movement has been
fascinating to explore with Esse.
Esse Vanderbruggen: At the beginning, it was also a practical decision to make a duet: the more we
talked about the current situation in the arts field, the more it seemed like a good idea. It’s very
hard to get more than two artists in the same room together nowadays. In order to sustain
yourself you’re sort of pushed to participate in many projects at once. It’s one thing to set time
aside for making work, because these are large blocks of time, but performances tend to come
more one by one and then it’s hard to co-ordinate everyone’s schedules. It’s a strange situation.
With two it’s a little easier.
The interest in the duet as a form came after we decided to work together. We were researching
videos of duets on Facebook and YouTube, and started noticing some patterns, many of which we
felt the need to question. The form has quite some history, not all of it very progressive. We ended
up making a list of questions, mostly relating to hierarchies to do with two, and we started working
from there.
Would you say this is a feminist work?
EV: Well, so many of the problematic patterns that we were noticing as we did research on the
internet involved gender roles. In partner dances, there’s very often one stronger dancer who lifts,
and one dancer who’s more on display. The fact that we’re two female bodies – let’s say we were
very aware of it when making the piece.
VT: Feminism is obviously a very big topic – probably too big to really treat in depth in a single
evening. What I would say is that the duet comes with a very heavy weight of cultural expectations,
especially around gender and sexuality. Maybe this is an attempt to reflect on some of that
baggage... The work definitely attempts to be aware of its own power structures – both in relation
to the content of the piece itself, and to the history of the duet in which it is situated.
EV: And in relation to our working process, right? For me there’s a strong sense that the working
process was intentionally constructed with regard to power structures, which is super feminist, I
think. We decided from the beginning that the piece was going to be made by the both of us in a
horizontal way, even though Vera has had a longer career trajectory than I have. So from the
beginning we were dealing with hierarchy, in and out of the studio.
Yes, how did that work? I notice that you are both credited as creators, but that Vera is the
‘director’.
VT: I have been making work for over ten years, and Both Two is heavily intertwined with many

themes I have explored in that practice. But at the same time, Esse and I wanted to deconstruct and
redistribute power within duets, and it seemed totally strange to try to do that without first redesigning the distribution of power in the studio…
EV: It is a little bit artificial; we created an artificial power structure. Of course, the decision to
credit the both of us is a decision only Vera can make: she’s just had a longer artistic trajectory than
I have, and so she has that power. But we also had this principle we wanted to experiment with,
about making things more horizontal. For me this created a really interesting friction at times, really
bringing the question of power to the forefront in a tangible way.
VT: In the studio, we worked together very closely. The direction credit is just a way of being honest
about the fact that I at times drove the overall agenda… For me, it’s a lot easier to acknowledge
that there is actually some kind of hierarchy than to work in a ‘pretend equal’ way.
And could you talk a little bit about this agenda? How does Both, Two fit into your choreographic
oeuvre, Vera? I notice, for example, that you’ve maintained an interest in tactility, but that it
functions in a very different way here than in your previous pieces.
VT: Last year I was invited by several European theatres to recreate my piece The Palm Of Your
Hand for a blind and partially-sighted audience. This was a huge learning moment, working with an
audience whose perception of movement does not begin with sight. My last few creations have all
explored touch and its role in communication and imagination, but Both, Two approaches that
territory with my experience with blind and partially-sighted audiences specifically in mind. The
tactile guide note is something I came to from that angle: working with the blind and partiallysighted community has definitely made me curious about movement and performance in a new
way.
EV: Vera’s research into the sensory was part of what made me really excited to work with her. It’s
always been an interest for me as a performer, and I think we ended up meeting and working
together because we were already interested in similar things. It’s funny; although we’re talking
about moving away from the eyes as the primary sense organ, I actually notice that my sense of
sight has evolved a lot since beginning the work with Vera. We’ve been talking so much about
sound and texture that I see things differently. I notice patterns I never noticed before. Even smell
starts to make my visual experience richer.
And does this research into the ‘other senses’ – that is, those besides vision – also translate back
into your dancing? Does it change the way you think about making or performing a dance phrase,
for example?
VT: Very much. Just the other day we had a studio visit from one of the partially-sighted
collaborators who had worked on The Palm of Your Hand. It took an hour and a half just to find the
right words to describe the opening of the performance, like the first ten minutes of material. An
hour and a half! The difficulty you run up against when trying to verbalize dance makes you aware
of a lot of our limitations. Depending on how one receives that, it can be either reductive or
empowering. When you start thinking about dancing something that is describable, or start dancing
and creating description at the same time, you start dancing differently. Discovering and
experimenting with this has been a real pleasure.

EV: At the beginning of the creation, we spent a fair amount of time making ‘instant compositions’:
we would describe what we were doing as we were doing it and write it down. These descriptions
became scores that the other would dance back. It brought a very different awareness, a listening:
you would be listening to your dancing in order to describe it, and also listening to your own
description in order to memorize it. It’s a practice that very much changes the timing of the body,
as well as the movement quality. I think a lot of the material that came after was informed by my
memory of this technique.
VT: And thinking about the ‘other’ senses of course influenced our compositional process a lot. For
example, there’s this circular trajectory that keeps coming back in the work. A lot of the time, we
move around it in ways related to walking and running. We could have done all sorts of jumps and
leaps, but we stuck to something simpler to make the way we travel through space clear to
someone who might be listening rather than seeing.
You both have a very close connection on stage, and there’s a lot of very original movement
research in Both, Two. I imagine you spent a lot of the creation process experimenting through
dancing together. At the same time, you set out to do quite a specific research, one that’s almost
sociological or dance-historical. How do you negotiate staying ‘on topic’, so to speak, when
researching through the body? Is it important to you?
VT: How could we possibly be off topic, or unspecific – for us, it’s very clear that at the core of it,
the moving body is the topic. Our starting point is movement; or rather, all of our questions about
power and togetherness are already asked from the point of view of kinetics. Whether movement is
abstract or reveals concrete ideas – well, that very much depends on your way of reading
movement. When it comes to staging, of course we’re searching for a certain kind of dramaturgy
that lets us underline and expose the things we find interesting about the results of our research,
but always in a very multiple way.
EV: We danced together a lot, but we also watched a lot of video of ourselves dancing. Video is a
new tool for me. When we watch ourselves, we also become observers of the movement:
‘interpreters’ in a very different sense. That really helps us to stay on topic, to not lose ourselves
physically. We also have a system: we improvised for a maximum of ten minutes. We didn’t do twohour improvisations. That really helps our research stay specific.
VT: When we created movement material that was interesting, it was always interesting in relation
to something specific. Movement that had no concrete point of interest – we forgot about that
material pretty quickly. The stuff that stayed always revealed something interesting about our
relation. It’s the material that puts our roles into question and that constantly requires an active
positioning.
I notice in a lot of your answers there are wishes for a kind of better world. I say this in the least
cheesy way possible! But for example, with regard to gender relations, the hierarchy of the
senses, and even the role of movement and physical practice… can you elaborate a little on this
utopian vision?
EV: For me, it has to do with remaining in a state of questioning. I wouldn’t say there’s a particular
vision we’re pushing except for this ideal of critical engagement; making it normal to ask questions
about power, and about the current state of things. This is what we’re trying to do on stage, to

remain in this active or reactive mode, not just accepting what the other proposes or ignoring it but
asking it a question: the question of what it is to dance with two, including how it can be heard,
how it can be felt. The question is what stays for me.
VT: The longer I work with movement the more it becomes clear to me that movement and dance
are not things that exist parallel to who we are. Movement, and especially the encounter with
movement, is who we are. And yes, having a more diverse and reflected idea of how gender biases
infiltrate our experiences of mobility – who is allowed to lead and who is invited to follow – has
become a rather urgent topic for me. But I also remain very concerned with the hierarchal
arrangement of the senses, and working with blind and partially-sighted audiences has made it
clear how rigid we are in our assumptions around the experience of movement, both for the mover
and the audience.
I think there is something in tactility that has an exciting potential with regard to these issues.
Touch has to do with communication, with directness, and it also takes time and requires a
consideration of the other. Maybe profound thinking about touch could help us out of our current
situation. I hope that our research might make a small contribution towards finding more genuine
and diverse forms of togetherness.

AUDIO DESCRIPTION, BOTH, TWO
First scene, as performed on 20 February, 2018

Cues and notes for the narrator are in square brackets.
1 [The audience is seated. Note: in this scene, when the dancers appear to ‘drop out’ of one of the
movement materials and walk to one of the black marks, they’re about to speak. Wait until they’re
done speaking before continuing the narration]: We’re in a large, open space. Seating banks run
down to meet a flat, bare stage. The stage is about 20 meters deep and 15 meters wide. There is a
door leading off stage in the back-right corner; otherwise, the space is closed. The side walls are
made of beige brick, and in the back hangs a black, velvet curtain. There are four speakers
suspended at the corners of the stage, two in the front and two in the back.
The big, open stage is smooth, covered with a warm, white vinyl. There are seven black marks on
the stage. In front, there is one on each side and one in the middle. In the back, there are two, one
on the left and one in the centre. There’s one at the central point, and the seventh in is on the
middle of the right side. The choreography is articulated around those seven points.
On the far-left side of the room, in the space between the audience and the stage, there is a table
with a sound and light board. Behind the table, a man is sitting. This is Mike, who will be running
the light and sound tonight.
There are two women on stage, Esse and Vera. They are wearing matching beige, one-piece
working suits. Each time they walk to one of these black marks, they announce the name of a dance
and begin to practice it, as if warming up. These announcements name the different duets that will
appear later in the piece, and each corresponds to a movement task: for example, in the ‘copying
duet’, one of the dancers attempts to precisely copy the other. Throughout the piece, the dancers
announce new movement tasks as they appear.
This prologue is partially improvised. The dancers are warming up, moving from one mark to
another. And although they announce each choreography as a duet, which is a dance for two
bodies, they often move alone.
***
2 [‘mediated duet’ is repeated three times]: The two dancers bring something large from the back of
the stage. We can’t quite tell what it is …

From seeing to feeling
Visual stimulants often dominate productions. But what happens when you have to rely on your
sense of hearing and touch? This performance can be experienced by people who can see, but also
by those who are blind or visually impaired.
>> Curious about the entire audio description? Get your headset at the desk
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